ZERO STAINLESS WITH CLEAT

ZERO CHROME MOLY WITH CLEAT

PROVEN. TRUSTED. COVETED.
**ZERO ADVANCED PEDAL SYSTEM**

Speedplay’s Zero Advanced Pedal System with Aero Walkable cleats are the first truly aero and walkable cleats for road pedals. Featuring dual-sided pedal entry, the most precise float adjustability and integrated, contoured cleats, this system delivers reliability and performance to every level of cyclist.

---

**Key Features**

**DUAL-SIDED ENTRY:** The symmetrical double-sided pedal self-locates just by stepping down into the cleat whether the pedal is right side up, upside down or anywhere else in its rotation. No kicking, no fumbling, no looking; just step down and go.

**PRECISION ADJUSTMENT:** The Zero allows rotational float to be precisely micro-adjusted to the exact range needed or set in a fixed-position anywhere within the 15-degree adjustment range. Independently adjust each of the three critical foot-axis positions: fore-aft, side-to-side and eliminate the guesswork and misalignment when replacing cleats.

**QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE:** Zero pedals use precision cartridge and needle bearings - three of them instead of two found in most other pedals - allowing the Zero to be thinner which creates a lower stack height, better cornering clearance, and reduced aerodynamic drag. The locking edges of Zero pedals and cleats are metal-on-metal for durability and safety.

**LARGE, STABLE PEDALING PLATFORM:** With Speedplay’s unique, inverted design the cleat provides the platform once the cleat is engaged and is streamlined to reduce drag. The grippy rubberized tread on the cleats improve traction and prevent wear, for a truly walkable cleat.

---

**Specifications**

**SHOE COMPATIBILITY:** Zero cleats fit any shoe with a 3-hole or 4-hole mount.

**STACK HEIGHT:** 11.5 mm stack height for 3-hole mounting // 8.5 mm stack height for 4-hole mounting

**CORNERING CLEARANCE:** 37 degrees

**PEDAL WEIGHT:** Chrome-Moly pedal each - 108g / Stainless pedal each - 103g

**ZERO AERO WALKABLE™ CLEATS WEIGHT:** per pair - 138g (4-hole) // 100g (3-hole)

**SPINDLE LENGTH:** Chrome-Moly - 53mm // Stainless - 53mm

**PEDAL BEARINGS:** 2 cartridges, 1 needle

**FLOAT:** 0 - 15 degrees, unrestricted free float

**RELEASE ANGLE:** Microadjustable heel-out

---

**Walkable Cleats for....**

- Large, stable, comfortable pedaling platform
- 15 degrees of micro-adjustable float or a fixed position
- All three foot-axis adjustments can be set independently of one another
- True-locking mechanism prevents inadvertent release
- Metal-to-metal locking edges on pedals and cleats
- Unbeatable cornering clearance
- The lowest stack height for optimal power transfer
- Dual-sided entry

---

**Item #** | **Display Name** | **Map / SrP**
--- | --- | ---
61100 | ZERO STAINLESS STEEL | $214 / €169,99
61200 | ZERO CHROME MOLY | $144 / €169,99
14115 | ZERO AERO CLEAT | $55 / €79,99
THE MOST AERODYNAMIC PEDAL SYSTEM.
PERIOD.
ZERO AERO ADVANCED PEDAL SYSTEM

As the name suggests, Speedplay’s Zero Aero Pedal System is designed to increase speed by slashing wind resistance. Developed specifically for Time Trials and Triathlons, were every second counts and used by UCI World Hour Record holder Bradley Wiggins.

Key Features

AERODYNAMIC: The Zero Aero pedal is designed with a tiny frontal area, dimpled surface and streamlined profile to drastically minimize wind drag and boost speed.

PRECISION ADJUSTMENT: The Zero allows rotational float to be precisely micro-adjusted to the exact range needed or set in a fixed-position anywhere within the 15-degree adjustment range. Independently adjust each of the three critical foot-axis positions: fore-aft, side-to-side and eliminate the guesswork and misalignment when replacing cleats.

QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE: Zero pedals use precision cartridge and needle bearings - three of them instead of two found in most other pedals - allowing the Zero to be thinner which creates a lower stack height, better cornering clearance, and reduced aerodynamic drag. The locking edges of Zero pedals and cleats are metal-on-metal for durability and safety.

LARGE, STABLE PEDALING PLATFORM: With Speedplay’s unique, inverted design the cleat provides the platform once the cleat is engaged and is streamlined to reduce drag. The grippy rubberized tread on the cleats improve traction and prevent wear, for a truly walkable cleat.

Specifications

SHOE COMPATIBILITY: Zero cleats fit any shoe with a 3-hole or 4-hole mount

STACK HEIGHT: 11.5 mm stack height for 3-hole mounting //
8.5 mm stack height for 4-hole mounting

CORNERING CLEARANCE: 37 degrees

PEDAL WEIGHT: Stainless pedal each - 105g

ZERO AERO WALKABLE™ CLEATS WEIGHT: per pair - 84g
(4-hole) // 130g (3-hole)

SPINDLE LENGTH: Stainless - 53mm

PEDAL BEARINGS: 2 cartridges, 1 needle

FLOAT: 0 - 15 degrees, unrestricted free float

RELEASE ANGLE: Microadjustable heel-out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>DISPLAY NAME</th>
<th>MAP / SRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60035</td>
<td>ZERO AERO</td>
<td>$245 / €269,99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14115</td>
<td>ZERO AERO CLEAT</td>
<td>$55 / €79,99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TAKES USER-FRIENDLY TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
ULTRA LIGHT ACTION HYBRID PEDAL SYSTEM

Featuring the proven technology from Speedplay’s race-bred pedals, the Ultra Light Action is designed to be the world’s most user-friendly clipless road pedal - period. Featuring dual-sided pedal entry, a ultra-low-force latch mechanism, and integrated, rubberized Walkable cleats, this system functions intuitively to give any cyclist confidence using it.

Key Features

DUAL-SIDED ENTRY & SELF-LOCATING CLEAT DESIGN: The symmetrical Ultra Light Action pedal is always in the right position for engagement, whether it is right-side-up, upside-down, or anywhere in between. It is automatically guided into the recessed cleat-cavity during engagement, making the pedals extraordinarily easy to find by feel and eliminates the need to look down.

SECURE ENGAGEMENT: The security of the engagement mechanism doesn’t rely on spring tension, so it is not necessary to have a stiff retention spring. It’s easy to get in and out of without a struggle, and you won’t have to worry about pulling out inadvertently.

15 DEGREE RANGE OF NON SPRING-RECENTERED FREE FLOAT: Free float without spring recentering tension allows feet to find their natural float range during the pedal stroke and eliminates knee strain.

LARGE, COMFORTABLE CLEAT PLATFORM: The pedal/cleat combination provides a large and stable platform that won’t rock side-to-side, improving power efficiency and all-day comfort. The grippy rubberized tread on the cleats improve traction and prevent wear, for a truly walkable cleat.

Specifications

SHOE COMPATIBILITY: Ultra Light Action Walkable cleats fit any shoe with a 3-hole or 4-hole mount.

STACK HEIGHT: 11.5 mm stack height for 3-hole mounting // 8.5 mm stack height for 4-hole mounting

PEDAL WEIGHT: Chrome-Moly pedal each - 110g

ULTRA LIGHT ACTION AERO WALKABLE™ CLEATS WEIGHT:
per pair - 69g (4-hole) // 117g (3-hole)

PEDAL BEARINGS: 2 cartridges, 1 needle

FLOAT: Unrestricted free float

RELEASE ANGLE: 7.5 degree heel out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>DISPLAY NAME</th>
<th>MAP / SRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62200</td>
<td>ULTRA LIGHT ACTION</td>
<td>$130 / €159,99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14120</td>
<td>ULTRA LIGHT ACTION CLEAT</td>
<td>$55 / €79,99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>